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Police bear down on ‘sidewalk assemb 
By SYDNEY ANN GREEN 

E.G. Cannon, chiet of the Greenville police 
says the ariests of several ECU students on the 

streets were not due to loitering of vagraney 

The arrests were due to the following 
ordinance 

Sec. 27-5 
All crowds oF assemblages of persons who 

shall congregate on the streets or sidewalks of 

the city, obstructing them to the inconvemience 

of vehicle drivers or pedestrians, shall be 
dispersed by the police. Any person who 
refuses to obey the warning of a police officer 
shall be deemed to violate this section (Code 

1957, 22.9) 

Canfon says the ordinance applies to 
everybody even though there have been rumors 
that # is only being enforced against long 
haired peopic 

Aceording 10 Cannon, the policy of the 
polic€ departrent is tor the police officer to 

warn the person first. If the officer comes back 
later and the 

then he will a: 
arrested will be prosecuted. The police officer 
makes the arrest and cites the person to court 
The penalty is left up to the discretion of the 
court. 

Cannon says, “We have begun bearing dowr 
on this problem more now than in the past 

Nixon appoints 

professor to UN 

committee post 
“President Nixon has announced the 

appointment of HG. Moeller, Associate 

Professo; and Coordinator of the Correctional 

Setvice Program at Fast Carolina University, to 

@ mine member group of national 

GOrrespondents to the United Nations 

The group is part of a world-wide network of 

son he warned 1s still there 
   est that person. All persons 

  

fepresentatives appointed by member nations 

fo advise the Secretary General about 

developments and trends in the prevention of 

crime and treatment of offenders 

‘@ The US. Correspondents include criminal 

Jstice administrators, representatives of 

professional organizations and college and 

university officials 

In commenting on his appointment, Moeller 

explained that the information provided by the 

Correspondents is used in periodic reports to 

the UN and is disseminated through a variety of 

publications. “This information,” he said, “is 

weed in the development of working papers for 

international meetings on crime and crime 

prevention.” 

Im addition to his activities as a national 

 eOerespondent Moeller will serve as a member 

'an international working party, which meets 

September to study and recommend 

lons to the Standard Minimum Rules for 

Treatment of Offenders. These rules were 

blished by the UN in 1950 as international 

lines for the administration of prisons and 

1 correctional institutions. 

aits new system 

By MARILYN ROCKS 

staff writer 

fe The Computing Center announced in a 

morandum yesterday that the Test Grading 

ice has been discontinued, and may not be 

instated until April 1, 1973 The 

pano ncement will affect all departments on 

Bampus, especially the Sociology and 

phology Departments, which depend heavily 

Bthe Center for research analysis 

According to Robert Bolonde of the Data 

° ssing Center no administrative functions 

be affected by the discontinuation, but 

ors who rely on computer grading will 

ardest hit by the delay 

Bne official from the Data Processing Center, 

wished not to be identified, said that the 

@ater handled close to 100,000 tests a year, 

Mi that there had been a substantial increase in 

we number of tests administered since the 

ation of the system. However, the official 

d that the long range benefits of speed, 

ior cy, and reliability would outweigh the 

ms caused by the delay 

in reached for comment concerning the 

Worth Baker, Registrar, said, “I don’t 

exactly what's going to happen, but 

body's going to be left holding the bag 

wer, it will not affect our grading 

le over here.” 

current delay came unexpectedly for the 

puter Center who had anticipated the new 

ter system to be made operable by 

ber 1. The Center had been using the 

} system 360, model30, but decided to 

“ it with the much larger Burroughs 

5800 system. Because of the transition the 

Optical Reader, which 1s used in the Test 

ng System, cannot be used 

because it is worse now. | have had 

any number of calls from citizens 

complaining about being unable to 

walk down the streets at night 

There are people all around with 

their legs stretched out making It 

Impossible to get around them 

There have also been recent 

complaints of panhandling 

downtown, The complaints were 

made by citizens and merchants 

Cannon refused to say which 

merchants had made the 
complaints 

He does not feel that there will 

be a problem enforcing the 

ordinance and that it) will be 

enforced, and students would not 

be permitted to congregate in the 

streets 

Also, starting this fall, operators 

of bicycles that have not been 

registered will be given tickets 

Cannon had no comment. to 

make about complaints from 

students saying that there is a 

general policy of harassment 

directed toward ECU students 

  

(Editor's note The following is a special 
announcement by the Student Government 
Association Executive Council The opinions 
expressed are those of the authors, and not necessarily 
those of East Carolina University or Fountainhead ) 

The SGA Executive Council would like to 

present to the student body the current 

situation concerning the operation of the 

Transit System in the Fall. After discussions 

with Mr. CG. Moore, Vice-Chancellor tor 

Business Affairs and Dr. James B. Tucker, Dean 

of Student Affairs, the SGA Executive Council 

decided, in a meeting on Monday, August 14th 

to proceed with a program utilizing one bus 

during Fall quarter. The bus will operate 

between the main campus area, Minges 

Coliseum and the Allied Health building on an 

hourly basis. We wish to provide adequate 

transportation for those students having classes 

in the Allied Health building and Minges 

The Executive Council feels extremely 

concerned about the University’s lack of 

co-operation in the area ot student 

transportation. We have voiced to 

administrative officials our belief that the state 

and University incures either total, or partial 

responsibility for transporting students to 

outlying campus areas. It is the University with 

its ever expanding program which creates the 

need for a Transit System. The Student 

Government has set a dangerous precedent by 

funding a Transit System without the financial 

assistance of the state 

The student Transit System was initially 

funded through a $2.00 increase in Student 

Activity Fees which was passed by the student   

body in a referendum, and granted to the 

students by the Board of Trustees. The Transit 

System ran ona yearly budget of $44,400.00 at 

a cost of $14,800.00 per quarter. The T 

System spends $128.00 per day on each bus in 

  

ansit 

operation, The Executive Council feels that this 

type of program should be the total or partial 

responsibility of the University 

We wish to bring this issue of the student 

transportation before the student body to gain 

acl 

The Executive Council will recommend in the 
  ar picture of student opinion on this issue 

fall that the University be given full 

responsibility for student transportation 

The Executive Council believes that to run 

one bus in the fall will fulfill the SGA’s 

obligation to the students who are returning in 

the fall with the expectation of transportation 

to the remote campus areas. This program will 

also provide a just opportunity for the students 

to voice their opinions. We feel that the pursuit 

of new means to finance this program has been 

neglected by the University and that the 

students should have the opportunity to bring 

this issue to their attention, The Executive 

Council did not wish to make an arbitrary 

decision on an issue which had been put before 

the students and passed favorably. We hope 

that through the referendum the student who is 

affected by the transportation program will 

decide the fate of the East Carolina Transit 

System 

Rob Luisana, President 

Rick Atkinson, Vice-President 

Mark Browne, Treasurer 

LIGHT RAIN aids police in enforcement of law banning sidewalk gatherings. 

t 

  
  

Computer grading discontinue 
ult to 

  

The delay should prove especially di 

the professors teaching the “lecture hall” type 

classes whose sizes are such that normal 

classrooms cannot contain the large number of 

students. Many professors teaching these large 

  

d temporarily 
classes are forced to rely on the Test Grading 

System due to the 48 hour deadline given by 

the Registrar for turning in grades. Professors 

will be left to deal with testing problems on an 

individual basis 

  

yd 

REPLACEMENT OF IBM 360 by Burroughs 85500 begins in Computer Center in Austin. 
(Staff photo by Bill Riedel!) 

    

Staff photo by Bill Riedell 

House-call revival 
By DR. WALLACE WOOLES 
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The main subscribers t 

are physiciar i th 

works this way The patient desiring 4 house 

call calls his doctor in the usual way. If the 

patient's physician is a subscriber to Health 

Delivery System (HDS) the patient is directed 

to call a central telephone number Trained 

personnel are always on duty to obtain and 

record pertinent information if tools 

determined a house call is not necessary a HDS 

physician will make a “consultative” tele phone 

call and provide the necessary medical advice 
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Tiki closes 
By SYONEY ANN GREEN 

    

I 1 R a downtown Greenville 

stablishmer was closed at approximately 10 

P.M last Wednesday due to a fire code 

yolat 

Lt. James G. Smith of the Greenville fire 

jepartment says, “The back door was latched 

} the aisle ways were congested. We couldn't 

even distinguish an aisle way for the people 

The establishment was considerably 

rcrowded He added that in case of a fire 

  

there was a good possibility of people getting 

trampled to death if one of the exits was 

locked 

  

The fire departinent inspects 

at least annually and some parts of the city 

more often. The downtown area of Greenville is 

considered to be more of a potential fire 

district than other parts. Since the Tiki is in this 

fire district it gets inspected more often 

Smith says that they went to the Tiki and 

stayed about a half hour. They then left and 

went to the Elbow Room. They found 

everything in good order and made one 

recommendation about an inside door. They 

then went to the Rathskeller which was closed 

and locked with no one inside 

There are a number of businesses in town 

that are in violation of a fire code according to 

  

Smith. “It depends on the occupancy, the use 

the number of people in the building at 

    

whether or not we will order the 

business closed. Ordinarily if you go in and 
w 4 y the people will correct the 

violat 

Smith stated that it was the beer places 

        

whe they usually find lock or chained 

d0TS places with locked exits, heavily 

yngested aisles and not cle: marked exits 

4 ns the worst fire hazards 

He say this is not the first time the fire 

department has cl j an establishment. Last 

year they ordered the Buccaneer closed for ar 

ical code violation and ordered it to 

  

peration. Smith says the 

  

er of the business has reassured them that 

they wouldn't find the back door latched again 

mphasized that this had nothing to 

  

partment but only with     

Allied Health gets 

Associate Dean 

  

Dr Leo W. Jenkins, Chancellor of East 

Carolina University, announced Monday the 

appointment of Wilham C. Byrd as Associate 

Dean of the School of Allied Health and Socia! 

Professions. Byrd is director of the office of 

Community Health Services of the school and 

chairman of the Coordinating Commitiee for 

Continuing Education of the Division of Health 

Affairs 

Dy: Edwin W. Monroe, Vice Chancellor for 

Health Affairs at ECU praised Byrd for his 

at contribution to the development of the 

  

school 

Byrd joined the faculty in June 1970 as 

Associate Professor and Director of Continuing 

Education He has been instrumental in the 

development of the Mental Health Traming 

Institute. the Alcoholism Training Project and 

the Regional Medical Program Project which 

nstitute the Office of Community Health 
  

Services 

Dr. Ronald L. Thiele, Dean of the School of 

Allied Health and Social Professions, stated that 

Mr Byrd's duties are vital to the process of 

making the skills and resources of the school 

available to the eastern region and the entire 

state 

whole city 
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UN reports on narcotics 
1 $ itted over the past few R States S lS The following informatior btained trom ms sre Tt vated amount of money spent ' Yivisi arcotie Dru M ! the United Ne ee OF es ere iis t sddicts is $ illion per day, taking 

: ; ° th Asi 0,000 addicts each spending a 
} ) O a day. fF | the 

Worldwide news about drugs 
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Cassett player and record 8 tract type player, record changer 
Headphone 6 High Quality speakers, 150 watt output Regular 
$479.95, now $269.50. United Freight. 2904 E 10th St. 752-4053 
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Study shows abortion to 
be Safer than child birth (AES) AL IS [Wice as safe as | childbirth in the t 1 State 

I wortality rate Abortion is 8.2 per 00,000 as compared 1 GO Anathe cer hs pe 
10.000 live birth 

A survey of 85 women who underwent gal abortions d Hisclosed that 10 per cent 

  

ped complications, but only one per cent 
ttered major complications according to the 

July issue of Scientifi American 
The survey was cc nducted by the Population 

Council and overed the period from mid 1970 

es pi Tons Were done in 60 hospitals and 
linics in 12 states and the District. of 

ia Statement causes Corps project reconsideration 
The environmental effects of 4 major 

precedent-setting proposal to dump_ over 

& 

severrmillion tons of sulfuric acid into the 
Atlantic Ocean will be Publicly-reviewed as the 
result’ of a US) Army Corps of Engineers 
fecision to fill an” environmental Impact 
statement 

Despite objections from the three-million 
member National Wildlife Federation, the 
Corps of Engineers had previously refused to 
file an environmental impact statement on the 
American Cyanamid Company's plan to dump 
nearly $9,000 tons of acid wastes from. its 
Savannah, Ga., plant every month for ten years 
on the grounds that the action would not have 
a “significant and adverse effect on the quality 
of the environmert 

In 1969, American Cyanamid was directed 
by Federal and state order to cease dumping all 
of the acid wasies trom its Savannah titanium 
dioxide plant into the Savannah Ri 

  

‘r In an 
“integrated pollution abatement program’, the 
Company proposed to continue dumping about 
50 percent of the acid wastes into the river and 
the remainder into a 20-square mile site in 
International waters, 87 miles offshore 
Savannah near the Atlantic Gulfstream 

Go-ahead tor the dumping depends on ( orps 
Of Engineers’ approval of construction of a 
foading facility in Savannah from which to load 
Unmanned barges for dumping 

One public hearing was held on the proposal 
in January, 1972. Lower division ( orps offices 
have subsequently recommended approval of 
the project because, according to WL. Black 

Columbia 

The largest group seeking legal abortion was young, single, white women, pregnant for the 
first time. This group sought care as private 
Patients at clinics outside their area of 
residence By comparison, black women were 
more likely to seek abortions at local 
INstitutions 

In mid-1970, of women seeking abortion, 72 
per cent were whites, 22 per cent were blacks. 
and 6 per cent belonged to other ethnic groups 
By mid-1971 the Proportions had changed t¢ 
63 per cent whites, 30 per cent blacks and 7 per 
cent other ethnic groups 

chief of operations of the C orps’ South-Atlantic 
Division, “no reason to deny the permit for the 
dock” was found 

In a July 26 letter to the Corps head, Lt 
Gen. F. J. Clark, the Federation charged that 
the proposal could not be approved without an 
environmental impact statement: The National 
Environmental Policy Act “mandates an 
environmental impact for all ‘major’ Federal 
actions ‘significantly affecting’ the 
environment. There is no doubt that your 
approval is a Federal action. There can likewise 
be no doubt that an Operation off the Atlantic 
coast each month for the next ten years is 
‘major’. 

Although the company argues that 
“American industry does not have the technical 
capability to treat all acid wastes involved,” the 
NWF charges that there are at least two 
potentially-adequate alternatives which have 
thusfar been ignored--recycling and 
neutralization. At present, there are other US 
plants using the same process which 
successfully recycle the wastes, reclaiming most 
of the acid. The Federation has also suggested 
that the acid wastes could be easily neutralized 
with ordinary sodium carbonate. Dr. James 
Arnold of the Scripps Institute of 
Oceanography, La Julla, Calif., confirms it, 
saying that the argument that industry cannot 
treat the acid wastes “is nonsense.” “The 
neutralization of acid wastes with sodium 
carbonate is a reaction described in every 
freshman textbook,” Dr. Arnold said, “and 
completely practical.” 

Scientists are presently divided as to the 

NRA publication shows 
how arms deter crime 

(AFS)-The National Rifle Association is 

well-known for its hard-line stand on the right 
of citizens to keep and bear arms 

Now an NRA. publication, The American 

Rifleman, is inviting its readers to submit 
Mews-clippings showing how citizens can stop 

crime by using their own guns. The condensed 

Mews stories appear in a new column enutled 
“The Armed Citizen’--and, considering the 

Mature of the magazine, seem to condone 

killing. That as, if the situation calls for it 
Here are some of the situations, taken from 

the Rifleman’s July issue 

‘Two. knite-wielding 

Darged into the home 

accident victim. Love pulled a 22 pistol froma 

would-be robbers 

ot Charles Love. a legless 

\blanke: in his wheelchair, fired a warning shot 

Sand then mortally wounded one of the men 
; Robert Valint. alone in his Levittown 
NY. home, heard noises, grabbed a .22 nifle 

Mary Lee Billingslea’s Stratford, Connecticut 

maket, the robber tried to grab her purse 

Instead, Mrs. Billingslea grabbed a .22 pistol, 

and in the ensuing struggle the gun went off, 

killing the man.” 

The rest of the items are tame by 

comparison, involving for the most part 

woundings and snappy apprehensions at 

gunpoint. But the last item in the column 

reports on a Nebraska Supreme Court ruling 

which denied $250,000 in a personal damages 

to a man shot in the back in a hold-up in which 

he was not involved. The shot was fired by the 

hold-up victim, a grocer 

Appended to the Rifleman’s column is the 

following advice to members of the N.R.A 

“Mere presence of a firearm, without a shot 

being fired, prevents crime in many instances, 

as shown by news reports. Shooting usually can 

be justified only where crime constitutes arc 

immediate, imminent threat to life or limb or, 

in some circumstances, property.” 
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Fountainhead ‘Back-to-School’ issue will be distributed 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 

Today is the first full day of classes. Drop add will be held 
in the old gym 

short- and long-term damage potential of J im American Cyanamid proposal. Wi 
controversial plan has raised fea ft 
game authorities up and down the Atla 

' coast, many oceanographers anc chemists agr 
= that sea water does have a great neutraliz 

‘4 
‘ effect on acid wastes 

‘ But the serious doubts about the eff 
that remain for lack f research ar 
overwhelming,” said NWP Executive V 2 i x, q President Thomas L. Kinball. Kimball cit LOOKING for a ride? Check the “ride- riders” board in the Union for a way home potential problems with th r 

ncuding chromium and vanadium, that a Sebring to be run at Atlanta be dumped along with acid. “According 
the evidence we have,” Kimball said, “Th ‘eur Ay ony trace elements will quite likely persist in the fi Bed : es : upper layers of the ocean { nsiderat R ‘i F ‘ amount of time. Small organis will ing , 

i them in this form, and they may th S | | \ bile the food chair i he a : Kimball cit which indi d I 
potential bi th tk i ‘i ; k-lik dumping, in destruct t 

( to marine la t } 
Besides the potential biological proble I | a Kimball emphasized the international aspect Pla ‘ cae ; the dumping proposal. “It would be st i PApHI id ; {Ga G 4 hypocrisy for the US. t give a Tou ar f Atla internationa lorsement (at the | N 

Conference on the Human Environment Order cancellation saves wolves June) t r tt impi t 
shore-generated wastes into the sea, and the we uncellat Departme ded j \ a new 
turn around and permit massive \ 1 He 
sulfuric acid to be dumped off its own shor uh pa . ; 

It has been reported that at least sev a i : ; a : a ir x domestic corporations a ently 
= the outcome f the American Cyar 1 ¥ : petition before pursuing their ar I \ 

dumping plans. “The long-term question is not eh et nity : Hae ag th t r A . areas only whether the ocean will reasonably buffer the National Wildhite nee at : : ' — aks the 7.1 million tons of American Cyanamid PETRIE GH REET ETRE UG an ke rthern port fur acid,” Kimball added, “But, also, how much ‘ 

  

wolt populatio to till the huge order characterisucs equivalent to those required for 

  

mors can it aes extremely cold temperatures “The ocean bottom can no longer be treated 
i After examination of the “ecological The coyote furs will reportediy be obtained as. a bottomless sewer capable of absorbing any 

impact” of the proposed purchase, the Army from existing warehouse stocks amount of pollution 
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tugh cee y students by surprise, and hairs. During the course of the 

resulted 1 rasl f arrests w ting, one of the visitors used the 

students persistec their usual habits word pig in describing 

here is son iest f the urgency student-longhair relations. The Mayor ot 

Worcing a law tha s ’ red G ville, Eugene West, ordered th 
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Those were the days 

Fountainhead’s “‘qreat qranddaddy ‘’ comes back to 
life ina special section of the ‘Back-to School 
ssue. Don't miss it! 
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Israel and India said to have nuclear capacity 
By JACK ANDERSON 

w evidence has come to light that India 
1 and Israel made the 

N 

have Scientific 

breakthrough necessary to develop nuclear 
weapons 

  

intelligence     port which we saw a few 
weeks age Although the report offers no 

    
ynclusty to it quote rellable sources who 
ai Israel and India have actually 

Jeveloped atomic weapons 

We havy now 

  

incove a new document 
prepared by an associate group of the United 
Nations, that 
report 

  

yntirm the intelligence 

The UN report states that India has the 

vailable to 

  

naterial and scientific expertise 
produce 19 atomic bombs and that Israel is 
capable of producing eight 

One crucial step in making these bombs is 
converting plutonium found in nuclear power 
reactors for use in atomic weapons. Apparently 
the conversion process is no longer a scientific 
Monopoly among the five nuclear powers 

BOONDOGGLE CLOSES DOWN 
The biggest boondoggle in 

josed down in Vietnam 

construction 
history has quietly 

Two constructions firms, Raymond 
Morrison-Knudsen, started 

outin 1962 to build airfields in South Vietnam 

International and 

This burgeoned into a construction program 
that transformed sleepy villages into great 
airbases and seaports 

Mountains of lumber. steel, cement and 
machinery piled up faster than the construction 

rews could use the material 
dockside 

From these 
truckloads of supplies 

frequently disappeared in the night 

mountains 

The loss from pilferage has been estimated 
over $100 What supplies weren't 
pilfered were often used to build fancy quarters 
for company officials and officers’ clubs for the 
brass 

millon 

The losses didn’t come out of the profits but 
were merely charged to the taxpayers. For the 
construction firms had a cost-plus-fixed-fee 

This was clearly the biggest windfall 
that had ever blown their way 

contract 

In early 1965, two move firms, Brown and 
Root and JA. Jones. were cut in for a share 
Together, they formed RMK-BRJ, which signed 

Student offers arguments against free 
By MICKEY COLBERT 

SPECIAL TO FOUNTAINHEAD 
If we are going to do something about 

pollution, let's demolish the fallacies that 
people give us as solutions 

People cause pollution and the more people 
we have, the more crowded highways, the more 
bigger cities, the more traffic jams, the more 
junk yards. and the more factories we are going 
to have. The population explosion, with many 
more millions of people making demands on 
the earth's raw materials, causes pollution 

Some of the dreamers tell us that emigration 
from crowded countries to less sparsely 
Populated countries is a solution for over 
Population for some nations. This is a fallacy 

Sociologists say that every crowded nation 
has a “tolerance level”, and will breed to fill 
that level 

America opened its doors to the excesses of 
Europe's over-fertility, and we believed that we 
were helping those nations that sent. their 
Immigrants to us, but the figures show 
otherwise, Germany made up 13.5 per cent of 
the population of Europe in 1880: but in 1910 
following her heaviest emigration 
accounted for 14.52 per cent of 

Germany 

the entire 
population of Europe. In 1910, before Italy's 
mas migrations, Italy comprised 7.76 per cent 
of the entire European population. In 1926, 
after Italy's mas migrations, the Italian 
proportion of the entire European population 
had risen to 8.65 per cent. The mere migration 
of people only encourages the population in the 

  

arned of this alarming possibility in 

contracts to complete history s largest 

job constructs 

  

It is an eresting coincidence that the 

Brown and Ro« 

finance the political 

    

firm, whose owners helped 
Lyndon B 

ontract: after 

career of 

Johnson, was dealt into. the 

Johnson became president 

With ¢ 

contract, the giant combine never spared the 

  

e profits quaranteed under the 

taxpayers’ money. It went through nearly two 

billion dollars in government green like a cow 

through clover Now, the big construction boys 

are quietly packing their tools and going home 

THE DIRTY DOZEN 

The environmentalists have all but given up 

hope that they can make ecology a mayor issue 

in the presidential race this fall. So they are 

concentrating on the elections in the House and 

Senate 

They have singled out 12 
congressmen-dubbed the Dirty 
defeat The number one 

Dozen--for 

target’ of the 
environmental movement ts Wayne Aspinall 
the chairman of the House Interior Committee 

At 76, Aspinall probably has more influence 
than any man in America over government land 
policy. His critics charge that his record is the 
dirtiest one in Congress 

He has opened wilderness areas to mining 
)perations. He has supported an amendment 

that would repeal the President’s authority to 
establish national monuments. He has spoken 
dul against establishing a big redwoods national 

park. Once, he even supported a dam that 
backed water into the Grand 

Canyon National Park 

would have 

He devoutly believes that America should 
exploit its natural resources rather than 
preserve them 

Aspinall boasts that he has never lost a 
committee bill on the House floor. But he 
suffered a moral setback this summer when the 
Colorado state Democratic party refused to 

instead endorsed his 
opponent, law professor Alan Merson 

The showdown between Merson and Aspine!! 
will take place in the Democratic 
September 

endorse him and 

primary 
12. Environmental groups plan to 

lead the fight against the dirtiest of the Dirty 
Dozen 

'T’S BUGGING GOP 
The confident smiles around Republican 

nother country to build up again 
Professor A. Bo Wolfe of 

University has said 

SENG 

unrestricted 

Ohio State 

ultimate result of a policy of 
Intermigration... would be to 

reduce all countries to the standard of living of 
the lowest 

“Humanity, in every sense of the term, will 
be best served if each nation is held responsible 
for the poverty caused by its own sentiments 
and superstitions.” 

Over a generation ago, Professor Don D 
Lescohier stated 

“If immigration legislation Prevents the 
surplus populations of the older countries from 
Migrating to the food supplies of new countnies, 
the old countries will be forced to check 
Population growth, and the time when the 
saturation point: will be reached in’ new 
countries will be postponed.’ 

Daniel Bo Luten, chemist geographer and 
writer, has stated 

“Any scientist who seriously presents such 
emigration as an answer to the problem thereby 
disqualifies himself as an expert, for it is 
evident that he does not understand the nature 
of exponential’ growth. Major population 
problems cannot be solved by emigration; they 
can only be postponed 

America does not have any more room for 
the immigrants wanting to be free. We have 
already destroyed of our many forests 
estuaries, and other wilderness areas in order to 

   

  

Campaign Neauquarieiy Wiese UAVS QUICKLY cust 
to nervous frowns at the mention of one 
subject. the bugging of the 
National Committee. No one knows what turn 
the bizarre episode will take next, but the signs 
always seem to point toward the White House 

The most damaging disclosure so far is that a 
$25,000 check, intended for President Nixon's 
re-election campaign, somehow ended up in the 
bank account of one of the men arrested in the 
bugging incident. What's more, two officials of 
the President's campaign 

Democratic 

  

organization left 

suddenly after the FBI began investigating 

Adding to the intrigue, a White House 
consultant named Howard Hunt was listed in 
the address books of two of the men arrested in 
the case. Hunt, meanwhile, dropped out of 
sight when his name became connected with 
the case 

Officials now are trying to play down Hunt's 
White House connections, but embarrassing 
details keep popping up. | have learned, for 
example, that Hunt and his wife were present at 
a White House soiree last vear 

The bugging caper has not yet exploded into 
a major, election-year scandal But the 
ingredients are all there and they are making 
the Republicans extremely nervous 

ELECTION BRIEFS 

The White 

reluctant to fire any of its 

House has been noticeably 

customary 

broausides against the media in recent weeks 
Even Spiro Agnew has been on good behavior 
The reason’ President Nixon does not want to 
discredit the press while it ts 
George McGovern’s problems 

focusing on 

Now that McGovern has finally patched up 
the Eagleton affair, President Nixon's 
undeclared truce with the media ts likely to 
come to an end We expect any day now new 
charges from the White House that the TV 
networks and liberal newspapers are biased in 
their reporting in favor of McGovern 

Despite the polls, it is still too early to count 
McGovern out of the presidential race But 
McGovern insiders admit that the next few 
weeks will be crucial to their man’s chances 
Unless McGovern 

dramatically in’ the polls this month 

begins to move r 

Democrats predict that he will lose 
November and lose badly 

immigration 
make room for cities. highways 
other things needed tor ay 

population. There was a time wi 4 

was the melting pot of dive 

cultures because we had po 

Europe's populations. Today tf 
in danger of becoming the presst 

oo ___ 
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